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Abstract: This paper makes clear about two popular algorithms namely k-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) and Condensed nearest neighbor
(CNN) and accomplishes a comparison between them; nowadays classification is a significant in data mining methodology. It can be
used for classifying the interested users. The classification algorithms have been projected in the earlier eight decades. Every part of
them has their own highlights constraint and highlights limitation. All of them have changeable run time, space necessities, consistency
and ability for higher performance. We explore the effect of a level of consciousness on the "nearest neighbor" problem. It also talks
about parameter selection, the I-nearest neighbour classifier, nearest neighbor search and various methods in it. This paper also
concludes about CNN for data reduction.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In pattern detection, the k-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN) is a non-parametric system used for categorization
and regression [1].
In both cases, the effort consists of the k closest instruction examples in the quality space. The output depends on whether kNN is used for classification or regression:
 In k-NN classification, the productivity is a class membership. An object is off the record by a greater part
of its neighbors, with the entity being assigned to the class most common in the middle of its k nearest
neighbors (k is a positive integer, typically small). If k = 1, then the object is simply assigned to the group of
that particular nearest neighbor.
 In k-NN regression, the output is the value for the object. This value is the average of the values of
its k nearest neighbors.
II. K-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN)
K - NN is a type of instance-based knowledge, or lazy knowledge, where the purpose is only approximated nearby and all
computation is delayed until categorization. The k-NN algorithm is in the middle of the simplest of all machine
knowledge algorithms.
Both for categorization and regression, it can be practical to allocate weight to the assistance of the neighbors, so that the
earlier neighbors donate more to the standard than the more remote ones. For example, a frequent weighting technique
consists in giving each neighbour a weight of 1/d, where d is the distance to the neighbor [2].

The neighbors are taken from a set of items for which the class (for k-NN classification) or the object assets value (for k-NN
regression) is known. This can be thought of as the training set for the algorithm, though no precise training step is required.
A inadequacy of the k-NN algorithm is that its responsive to the local structure of the data. The algorithm is not to be at a
complete loss with k-means, another popular machine learning method.
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III. Parameter selection
The most excellent option of k depends upon the data; normally, larger standards of k reduce the effect of noise on the
categorization [3]. But make limitations between classes is less distinct. A good quality k can be preferred by a variety
of heuristic techniques parameter optimization. The unusual case where the class is predicted to be the class of the
neighboring training example (i.e. when k = 1) is called the nearest neighbor algorithm.
The accurateness of the k-NN algorithm can be strictly ruined by the occurrence of noisy or unrelated features, or if the
characteristic scales are not reliable with their significance. More research attempt has been put
into selecting or scaling features to develop categorization. A mainly popular approach is the use of evolutionary
algorithms to optimize feature scaling [4]. An additional admired approach is to scale features by the reciprocal
information of the training data with the training classes.
In binary categorization problems, it is supportive to choose k to be an odd number as this avoids tied votes. One popular way
of choosing the relying optimal k in this setting is via bootstrap method [5].

3.1. The l-nearest neighbor classifier
The most sensitive nearest neighbour type classifier is the one nearest neighbour classifier that assigns a point x to the class
of its closest neighbour in the feature space,as the size of preparation data set approaches infinity, the one nearest neighbour
classifier guarantees an fault rate which is not inferior than twice the Bayes error rate.
3.2. Nearest neighbor search (NNS)
Nearest neighbor search (NNS), also known as closeness search, is the optimization problem of discovering the point in a
known set that is neighboring (or most similar) to a given point. Closeness is typically articulated in terms of a distinction
function: the less similar the objects, the larger the function values. Officially, the nearest-neighbor (NN) search difficulty is
defined as follows: given a set S of points in a space M and a query point q ∈ M, find the neighboring point in S to q.
Most frequently M is a metric space and difference is expressed as a distance metric, which is symmetric and satisfies
the triangle variation. Even more common, M is taken to be the d-dimensional vector space where the difference is calculated
using the Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance or other distance metric. On the other hand, the difference function can be
subjective. One example is the asymmetric Bregman divergences, for which the triangle dissimilarity does not hold [6].
3.2.1. Various Methods of Nearest neighbor search
Various solutions to the NNS obstruction have been anticipated. The value and utility of the algorithms are determined by the
time density of queries as fine as the space difficulty of any exploration for data structures that must be maintained. The
comfortable examination usually referred to as the size or extent states that there is no general-purpose accurate solution for
NNS in high-dimensional Euclidean space using polynomial preliminary processing and polylogarithmic seek out time.
3.2.1.1. Linear search
The simplest solution to the NNS problem is to calculate the remoteness from the uncertainty point to every other point in the
database, maintaining track of the "greatest so far". This algorithm, occasionally referred to as the inexperienced approach,
has a running time of O(dN) where N is the cardinality of S and d is the dimensionality of M. There are no search data
structures to maintain, so linear exploration has no space complication beyond the storage of the database. Inexperienced
search can, on standard, outperform space partitioning approaches on sophisticated dimensional spaces [7].
3.2.1.2 Space partitioning
Since the 1970s, division and bound methodology has been functional to the difficulty. In the case of Euclidean space this
advance is known as spatial directory or spatial right to use methods. Several space-partitioning methods have been
developed for solving the NNS problem. Possibly the simplest is the k-d tree, which iteratively divides the search space into
two regions containing partially the points of the parent region.
Queries are performed via traversal of the tree from the root to a leaf by evaluating the inquiry point at each split. Depending
on the remoteness specified in the query, adjoining undergrowth that might contain hits may also require to be evaluated. For
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constant dimension query point in time, usual difficulty is O(log N)[8] in the case of pointlessly spread points, worst case
difficulty is O(kN^(1-1/k))[9] .
On the other hand the R-tree data collection was measured to maintain nearest neighbor search in dynamic context, as it has
well-organized algorithms for insertions and deletions such as the R tree [10]. R-trees can yield adjacent neighbors not only
for Euclidean remoteness, but can also be used with other distances.
In case of all-purpose metric space division and bound approach is known under the name of metric trees. Particular
examples include vp-tree and BK-tree.
By means of a set of points in use from a 3-dimensional space and set into a BSP tree, and given a inquiry position taken
from the same space, a probable solution to the difficulty of finding the nearest point-cloud position to the query point is
given in the subsequent description of an algorithm. Firmly speaking, no such point may exist, because it may not be
exclusive. But in practice, usually we only care about ruling any one of the detachment of all point-cloud points that subsist
at the shortest distance to a given query position.
The scheme is, for each branching of the tree, guess that the neighboring point in the cloud resides in the half-space
containing the inquiry position. This might not be the case, but it is a good quality heuristic. After having recursively moved
out all the way through, all the trouble of solving the difficulty for the half-space, now evaluate the remoteness returned by
this effect by way of the shortest distance from the query position to the partitioning plane.
This final distance is that which is connecting the query position and the closest possible point so that it could be present in
the half-space which is not searched. If this remoteness is superior than that returned in the previous result, then obviously
there is no want to look for the other half-space. If there is such a need, then we must go all the way through the problem of
solving the difficulty for the other half space, and then evaluate its result to the earlier result, and then return the proper result.
The performance of this algorithm is nearer to logarithmic point in time than linear moment when the query point is near the
cloud, because as the distance involving the query point and the neighboring point-cloud point nears zero, the algorithm
needs only a look-up using the query point as a key to get the correct result.
3.2.1.3 Position sensitive hashing
Position sensitive hashing (PSH) is a method is for grouping points in space into 'buckets' based on some remoteness metric
working on the points. Points that are close to each other beneath the chosen metric are mapped to the similar bucket with
high probability [11].
3.2.1.4 Nearest neighbor search in spaces with small intrinsic dimension
The cover tree has a imaginary bound that is based on the dataset's doubling constant. The bound on search time
is O(c12 log n) where c is the growth constant of the dataset.
3.2.1.5 Projected radial search
In the extraordinary case where the data is a intense 3D map of geometric points, the projection geometry of the sensing
method can be used to considerably make simpler the search problem. This advance requires that the 3D data is structured by
a projection to a two dimensional grid and assumes that the data is spatially leveled across neighboring grid cells with the
exclusion of object boundaries.
These assumptions are valid when operating with 3D sensor data in applications such as surveying, robotics and hi-fi vision
but may not hold for unorganized data in general. In practice this method has an average search time of O(1) or O(K) for
the k-nearest neighbor problem when applied to real world stereo vision data.
3.2.1.6 Vector approximation files
In elevated dimensional spaces, tree indexing structures turn out to be useless because an increasing proportion of the nodes
need to be examined anyway. To fasten up linear search, a compressed account of the feature vectors stored in RAM is used
to pre-filter the datasets in a first run. The concluding candidates are strong-minded in a second stage using the uncompressed
data from the disk for remote calculation [12].
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3.2.1.7 Compression/clustering based search
The VA-file is in motion in the direction of is a particular case of a firmness based search, where each characteristic module
is condensed consistently and separately. The optimal firmness method in multidimensional spaces is Vector
Quantization (VQ), implemented all the way through clustering. The database is clustered and the greater parts of “capable”
clusters are retrieved. Massive gains over VA-File, tree-based indexes and sequential scan have been experiential [13][14].
Also note the parallels connecting clustering and LSH.
3.2.1.8 Unappeasable walk search in small-world graphs
One probable way to solve NNS is to create a graph, where every point is exclusively connected with the highest point. The
exploration for the point in the set S closest to the query q takes the outline of the search of highest point in the graph. One of
the basic highest point explore algorithms in graphs with metric items is the greedy search algorithm. It starts from the
random highest point.
The algorithm computes a distance value from the uncertainty q to each highest point from the neighborhood of the current
highest point, and then selects a highest point with the minimal distance value. If the distance value between the query and
the selected highest point is smaller than the one between the query and the current element, then the algorithm moves to the
selected highest point, and it becomes new current highest point.
The algorithm stops when it reaches a local minimum: a highest point whose neighborhood does not contain a highest point
that is closer to the query than the highest point itself. This idea was exploited in the VoroNet system for the plane , in the
RayNet system for the ,[15] and for the general metric space in the Metrized Small World algorithm.[16]

IV. CNN for data reduction
Condensed nearest neighbor (CNN, the Hart algorithm) is an algorithm designed to reduce the data set for k-NN
categorization [17]. It selects the set of prototypes U from the instruction data, such that 1NN with U and can categorize the
examples almost as exactly as 1NN does with the whole data set.

Figure 1 : Calculation of the border ratio.
Three types of points: prototypes, class-outliers, and absorbed points.
1. Outliers: Points which would not be documented as the correct type if added to the database later.
2. Prototypes: The lowest set of points required in the training set for all the other non-outlier points to be correctly
documented.
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3. Absorbed points: Points which are not outliers, and would be properly recognized based just on the set of prototype
points.
Given a exercise set X, CNN works iteratively:


Scan all elements of X, looking for an component x whose nearest prototype from U has a different label than x.



Remove x from X and add it to U



Replicate the scan until no more prototypes are added to U.

Use U as an alternative of X for categorization. The examples that are not prototypes are called "absorbed" points.
It is well-organized to scan the training examples in order of decreasing border ratio[18].The limit ratio of a training
example x is defined as

where ||x-y|| is the distance to the neighboring example y having a dissimilar color than x,
from y to its neighboring example x' with the same label as x.

and ||x'-y|| is the remoteness

The border ratio is in the period [0,1] since ||x'-y||never exceeds ||x-y||.
This ordering gives first choice to the borders of the classes for addition in the set of prototypes U. A point of a dissimilar
label than x is called external to x. The statistics points are identified by colors: the initial point is x and its label is red.
External points are blue and green. The point neighboring to x is external point y. The closest to y red point is x' . The limit
ratio a(x) = ||x'-y|| / ||x-y||is the characteristic of the initial point x.
CNN is also quite affected by noise in the preparation set. In order to examine this, three data sets were produced as usual,
and for each one the number of noise points was improved, and CNN was run, recording the percentage of points assigned to
each type. The results from averaging these three different data sets are shown in the table below:
These data are also accessible as a graph in Figure 1 for clarity. As can easily be seen, ever-increasing the number of random
noise points affected the results of the CNN algorithm in three main ways:
1. The percentage of points classed as outliers improved considerably.
2. The percentage of points classed as captivated decreased.
3. The percentage of points classed as prototypes improved slightly. All of these areas would be predictable.
The proportion of outliers increases because there are more and more many noise points of the other color in each cluster,
which will lead them to be mis-classified. The percentage of points deemed to be prototypes increases because our data set
now has a much more complex arrangement, once we have included all these random noise points. The percentage of
absorbed points therefore must reduce since the other two types are increasing.

V. Conclusion and future enhancement
The CNN algorithm can take a long time to run, mainly on very large data sets, as described. There are different methods for
reducing dimensionality, which are described. Using CNN can cause our system to give us dissimilar classifications than if
we just used k-NN on the raw data.
We can use the k-NN algorithm to categorize new points, by giving the same categorization as those which the new point is
close to I For large datasets, we can apply CNN data reduction to get a lesser training set to work with I Tests after CNN will
be obtained more rapidly, and will usually have the same result
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These have been proposed to decrease the training set to gain on speed and space efficiencies. To ensure the minimalistic of
this preparation set we presented some recent proposals using meta heuristics to check the optimality of the consequential set
of some KNN reduction techniques. Note that each method is very efficient in a specific area and in special circumstances.
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